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Montfort Elegance Baffle and Firebrick Identification

The Montfort Elegance has had two different baffles and rear fire bricks fitted and 
to confuse things the stoves have the same identification number 134 05 02, to 
help identification of the firebricks needed please read this document.

In the earlier model the 
firebrick has two holes 
in it which allow it to be 
screwed to the face of 
the baffle, number 13.

The baffle sits on a lower 
rear firebrick, number 2.

The baffle, number 
16, is now no longer 
available having been 
replaced by a complete 
new baffle and rear 
firebrick, see over to 
page 2. The two rear 
bricks are still available 
and the side firebricks 
remain the same.

The firebricks can be purchased from the spare parts shop on our website:

www.euroheat.co.uk

Rear firebrick Part No: FB105638
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Montfort Elegance Baffle and Firebrick Identification

The Montfort Elegance has had two different baffles and rear fire bricks fitted and 
to confuse things the stoves have the same identification number 134 05 02, to 
help identification of the firebricks needed please read this document.

In the earlier model the rear 
firebrick has two holes in, the 
stoves produced after March 
2012 have a different baffle 
system, number 55 in the 
diagram. 

This does not require a lower 
firebrick but has fitted in 
front of the baffle a firebrick, 
number 13, with a triangle 
shape cut away on each 
bottom corner to help when 
removing the brick from the 
fire.

The firebricks and baffle complete can be purchased from the spare parts shop on our website:

www.euroheat.co.uk

New baffle complete FB910001 New rear firebrick FB105641


